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Kate and ISA are walking in China Town 

Yes Mommy

In the year 2049, Police, droids, helper 
bots and members of the swat team 

are called to investigate on a 
disappearance.

all happened in China Town

OOUF, Yes, ok

ISA do not run too 
far away !!



ISA wants to play hide and seek…

Where are 
you, where are 

you ? 

She 
won’t find 
me here, 

hihi.

When Kate turns the street corner 
something very strange happens !

Mom I will hide 
and you try to find 

me OK?
OK



KATE is being abducted by extraterrestrials  
…REALLY!!



ISA is coming out of her hiding 
spot and Kate her mother is not 

there anymore, WHY??

Mommy where 
are you??

What I’m I to do 
now ?



doing his daily jogging JOHN finds ISA 
crying on the street, so isa tells him about 

her mother disappearance

 

Hello Police, I found a young child alone 
in the street of China Town and she says that 

her Mom suddenly disappeared when they 
were playing hide and seek.

Her 
name is 

ISA…Yes will be 
waiting for your 
arrival, thanks.

It 
should not be 

long now for the 
Police arrival

Thank You for 
your help

John then decides to call the Police 
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Josie from the police department is starting 
the investigation of the disappearance of 
kate, she calls for some more help from the 
swat team and droids & bots.
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Josie from the police is comforting 
isa who is crying because kate her 

mother suddenly disappeared!! 

Whoa, please 
help, where is my 

mother ?

Thank Y9u

Don’t worry 
wi’ll find your 

mom..

YEAR 
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OK now tell me 
what happened ?



Bill the old swat retired member is the only one 
available and will be helping in the investigation

also helping in the investigation is 
josh, josie’s police partner

Im ready, let’s 
start

Ready here also, 
lets Go



LLOYD the DROID is distributing the tasks among other 
DROIDS and Helper BOTS in order to find KATE in China Town

OK guys 
let’s start the 
search, GO

Hey Lloyd where 
are the others ?

They 
should be here 

soon

Here they 
are

You Bots you 
go South and you 

Droid go North and 
all the rest follow 

me



Bill is searching for kate on the country side

but he is not lucky on his search



and josh is searching china town



meanwhile…



garbel the chief alien is 

hypnotizing kate……. 

Garbel is now 
bringing Kate in 
the Space Ship 
Lifts





and then just after a few minutes

they are starting an experiment on kate……

please let 
me go….



The ALIENS needed a women to finish their 
eggs hatching process

now that this is done they are putting 
Kate into the elevator sHAFT TO BRING 

HER back to Earth.

 
unbelievable 



the aliens have finished their experiment and are 

returning kate to earth to the very same place 

where she was taken

What happened to me!!  
where am I, !!!

OH! 
I am back 

where I was 
yesterday, thank 

God

but where is 
ISA ?



and then just after a few minutes, josie and isa 
are arriving in China Town and they see Kate

Yahoo it’s 
Mommy

ISA

and finally they are 

YES I’m 
so happy that we 

are finally 
Reunited.

I’m so happy 
to see you 
Mommy

Thank You to the 
Police force.



KATE does not 
remember that 
Extraterrestrials have 
abducted her because 
they erased all of her 
memory since the 
abduction.

The Police Force does 
not have a clue were 
Kate was but are 
continuing their 
investigation and are 
also very happy that 
she is back in good 
health.

Now all that counts for 
Kate is that she is now 
back on earth and that 
she is Reunited with ISA.

Josie is bringing back Kate and ISA to the Police 
Headquarters for interrogation to try to resolve this  

mysterious disappearance case.



follow kate’s story in issue 
# 2 entitled:

time travel - hypnotic dreams



Goodbye all

Goodbye all 
and see you soon !

thank you

Good Bye All



Spot the 8 differences between these two pictures.  Have Fun.
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